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Geo DB  -  Powerful software for Geotechnical Engineers 

 

Geo DB is a program designed for creating database 

containing information on User’s borehole logs, soil 

samples, performed field tests (SPT, DPT, FVT etc.) and 

geotechnical parameters which have structure  

[Value vs. Depth]. Depending on version, results are 

saved in local or network database. Each log and 

parameter set should have included co-ordinates X, Y and 

Z, so they can be automatically presented on map 

generated with CPT-CAD module (as relevant symbol 

with description) and on geotechnical cross section, 

generated with CPT-CAD as well.   

All soil properties (soil type, consistency, moisture 

content etc.) are selected from User defined lists (see 

example below), so adding new borehole logs and all its 

properties to database is very easy and efficient. Each soil 

layer can be saved in database with own graphic symbol 

and representing color, which are used on cross sections as 

a filings of soil sticks.  

Water level values (initial and stabilized) are saved 

in database and can be presented on section.  

Regardless of the profile based on the geological 

structure, the User may simultaneously introduce profiles 

based on other criteria, e.g. on the suitability of the soil for 

the foundation, piles, presence of contaminants, etc. 

Profiles entered into the database are grouped in the so-

called Projects that enable very effective navigation 

through the entered data and allow for a very quick 

selection of the required data. 

The header contains a number of descriptions 

(over 200), including all those listed in the USCS and AGS 

systems. For effective data entry, the Favorites 

mechanism has been used, which allows you to select 

only those items that are used.  

All basic information on drilling results and estimated 

soil parameters can be stored in a database and printed on 

the relevant documents. Each layer of soil can be described 

in detail by specifying its ceiling, floor, parameters, 

properties and comments for this layer.  

A unique feature of the Geo DB software is the 

possibility of entering data according to different 

national standards and in different languages. The 

complete hole profile entered in the database can be 

presented on the borehole logs and on cross-sections in any 

language you choose. 

Particular features, properties and parameters, both 

obtained as a result of field tests, as well as those obtained 

as a result of laboratory tests of the collected soil samples, 

can be assigned globally to the hole, to soil samples 

assigned to the hole or to individual layers. Each layer can 

be assigned a number of different properties, such as listed 

below.  

Each list and table containing header information, soil 

descriptions and features can be created by User, so each 

of them can be edited in own language.  
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Defining a new layer consists in giving its ceiling and 

floor. The thickness is calculated automatically. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Left) List of layer properties selected to Favorites. The 

list can be updated any time 
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Main window of Geo-DB. Hole properties selected to Favorites on left and selected layer properties on right. A 

new layer entry panel in the central part of the window. Information about the currently selected standard is shown in 

red to the right above the layer properties. 

 

Hole properties selected to Favorites.  

 

Symbol        allows to edit the relevant 

list directly at any time.  
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All soil types are represented in the database by genesis, 

chronostratigraphy, display style, principal components and name. Only 

the name is obligatory, other characteristics can be omitted. American 

USCS Symbol description is included. 

Display style i.e. representing color and pattern can be created by 

User for each soil type. Patterns can be generated by User due to local 

requirements. 

On the borehole log, the hole can be graphically represented using 

colors or patterns. 

Hatch patterns are automatically loaded and applied in CPT-CAD 

module on geotechnical cross-sections. 
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The GEO DB program allows you to 

enter into the database all the basic 

characteristics of soil samples taken in 

boreholes, including sieve analysis and 

geotechnical parameters obtained in 

laboratory tests (see below). The 

procedures included in the program enable 

the automatic creation of reports and 

charts. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CAUTION. By linking the soil samples to the boreholes, the values of each parameter are related to a point in the field 

with coordinates X, Y and Z. X and Y are the rectangular coordinates of the hole and Z is derived from the ground 

level and depth of the sample. 
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An example of a list of 

geotechnical parameters. Marked 

selection to Favorites. The 

Parameters Editor used in GEO 

DB allows you to add any 

additional character parameters 

[depth vs. value], save their 

values in the database and 

generate the appropriate report. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Geo DB program includes procedures for 

automatic estimation of the characteristic 

values of parameters based on the results of 

laboratory tests according to. method selected 

by the User. Advanced statistical methods are 

implemented (Eurocode 7, PN-81/B-03020, 

Schneider 1997, average value) and 

additionally - the possibility of indicating the 

value defined in standards or value from other 

studies. All statistical calculations are 

performed automatically according to method 

selected by the User. The characteristic value 

can be estimated for the indicated lithological 

layer or for the indicated geotechnical layer 

with a number specified by the User. In the 

latter case, the characteristic values can be 

calculated for a single hole or for a selected set 

of holes in total. 
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The results of the sieve 

analysis are related to the soil 

sample, and thus to the hole 

having its specific place in 

space. The sizes of the sieves 

can be defined by the User 

depending on the used 

standard and laboratory 

equipment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The GEO DB program allows you to enter any amount of information on water levels (drilled and stabilized) and 

leakage levels into the database. This information can be automatically entered on the borehole log and on the  

cross-section made in the CPT-CAD module. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In addition to geological and geotechnical characteristics and the resulting division into layers, the Geo DB 

program enables the introduction of additional divisions according to other criteria, e.g. according to the criterion of the 

degree of contamination or the suitability of the soil for the foundation. . 
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The GEO DB program allows you to enter and interpret the results of all 

commonly used DPT penetration tests, including SLVT tests, where the 

torque Tmax related to the rotation of the vane wings is additionally 

measured. 

When performing the DPT test, it is recommended to rotate the rods 

with the measurement of the torque T. The GEO DB program also allows 

you to enter and present this data on the sounding log.  

Dynamic tests (e.g. SLVT) are also performed, in which instead of a conical tip, a vane is driven into the ground and, 

in addition to the standard measurement of the number of blows per 10 cm of drive at selected depths, a torque 

measurement is performed in cohesive soils to assess shear strength. The GEO DB program allows you to enter, interpret 

and present this data on a sounding log. While entering the results of DPT soundings, graphs of dependence [Number of 

beats per X cm] and torque diagram (if such a measurement is introduced) are drawn on an ongoing basis in order to 

control the correctness of the entered data. 

The GEO DB program allows you to enter measurement results presented as [Number of beats per X cm] (where X 

is defined by the DPT standard), and in the form [Deep/[cm] per beat]. The latter system is used in devices with automatic 

recording of results. [Deep/[cm] per beat] form data files can be imported into GEO DB. The results entered in the latter 

way are automatically converted to the [Number of beats per X cm] format and interpreted according to standard methods. 

 

The parameters of each test type are listed after the meaning of the type of DPT 

test being entered. For each interpretation method, the User can choose the method of 

determining the parameters representative for the separated layer, as described next 

to it. According to the selection of the DPT test type, a list of available interpretation 

methods is also created. While entering the results of DPT soundings, dependence 

graphs [Number of beats per X cm] and torque diagram (if such a measurement is 

introduced) are drawn on an ongoing basis in order to control the correctness of the 

entered data. 
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For each interpretation method appropriate for the selected DPT test 

type, a representative value of the parameter for the separated strata is 

calculated according to the statistical procedures presented on left. This 

value is entered into the appropriate field in the Layer properties table and 

can be automatically entered into the hole log and geotechnical sections 
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Regardless of the parameters estimated in laboratory tests of samples, GEO DB enables the registration of parameters 

from field tests in the database (e.g. pore pressure measurement with a stationary sensor, pressiometric module, sensitivity 

of soil calculated on base of FVT test, etc.), referred to here as external parameters. Graph of each entered parameter can 

be printed on borehole log and on cross-section. 

The built-in Parameter Editor allows you to add your own parameters by defining their name, symbol, type, unit, 

symbol and line type on the chart 
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Regardless of the parameters estimated in laboratory tests of samples, GEO DB allows you to save parameter values 

from other sources, such as standards, studies, publications, etc., in the database. Such parameters are called here as 

external parameters. 
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Graphs of external parameters can be inserted into the hole card and cross-sections. The values of external 

parameters may also be the basis for determining the characteristic values of these parameters in accordance with 

Eurocode 7. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Additionally, the program allows you to enter native values and values interpreted from field tests (e.g. pore pressure 

measurement with a stationary sensor, pressiometric module, soil sensitivity determined in the FVT test, etc.). 
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The GEO DB program enables the automatic generation of a borehole log containing any set of information related 

to the selected hole. The borehole log (see below) is fully editable by the User, including the ability to change the contents 

of the header fields as well as the width and content of individual columns. The geological profile can be represented by 

filling with patterns or colors assigned to specific soil types. 

 

The GEO DB program contains a number of different patterns of hole logs, differing from each other in the 

number of cells in the header table and the number and type/content of columns. 

Column types: 

• depth axis 

• axis of ordinates Z 

• soil profile 

• text (soil name, comment, descriptive and numerical parameters of layers, type of gradation, etc.) 

• water levels 

• water leaks 

• hole structure (diameters, casings, filters, backfilling etc.) 

• piezometers 

• soil samples (type, location) 

• graphs 

o parameters determined in laboratory tests of samples 

o dynamic sounding (native and interpreted) 

o field test  

 

Cells in the header table may contain project and borehole header data selected by the User.  
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The GEO DB program cooperates with the CPT-CAD module, used to create geotechnical sections and maps. This 

module is equipped with CAD type graphics and allows you to create drawings in DXF and DWG formats. Unlike other 

CAD programs, the CPT-CAD module allows you to create cross-sections with different vertical and horizontal scales.  

 

 

 

The structure of drawing layers is fully compliant with the 

structure implemented in CAD programs (eg AutoCAD). This 

option greatly facilitates the creation and edition of drawings, 

especially sections and maps. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

All graphic objects have a number of properties that they can be easily listed and edited. 

The list of properties is created individually depending on the type of object and contains 

only the characteristics relevant to that object. 
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CPT-CAD allows you to create cross-

sections along the following lines: 

 Straight lines and polylines onto which 

the selected points are projected 

 Polylines "over the holes" that run from 

hole to hole in the order of selection 

 "Road" lines where the distances 

between the holes are consistent with road 

coordinates (mileage). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

All layer properties saved in GEO DB and graphs of external parameters and parameters generated in CPT-pro 

can be automatically generated in appropriate places on the cross-section. 
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